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A two-dimensional, variable-separation model of the plasma dynamics inside a cylin-
drical chamber with an axial magnetic field is derived. The energy absorbed from an
helicon-wave ionizes the injected gas and heats the plasma. The magnetic field is found to
provide a good radial confinement of the plasma leading to negligible current and power
losses to the lateral wall. An efficiency study aimed at a thruster application of the device
is carried out, in terms of magnetic field, absorbed power, and injected flow. Losses to the
rear-wall are a serious concern in the selected configuration, leading to a fall of internal
efficiency, i.e. the ratio of plasma-beam power at the chamber exit to absorbed power, to
values below a 40%.

I. Introduction

A helicon thruster is constituted of an helicon source for plasma generation and heating, and a magnetic
nozzle for plasma acceleration.1,2 The helicon source is constituted of a long dielectric cylinder with an open
front end E, a gas injection system (usually at the rear wall A of the chamber), an applied axial magnetic
field, and an antenna that emits helicon waves.3 Wave energy is deposited into the plasma via plasma-wave
resonance. Heated electrons ionize the injected the neutral gas by bombardment. The applied magnetic
field has a double role: to enhance wave energy deposition (by operation in the efficient ’blue mode’) and to
confine the plasma plasma around the axis of the chamber, thus reducing the losses to the lateral walls and
producing a highly collimated beam. For instance, Tysk et al.4 find a 50 times radial decrease of the plasma
density (for a 1000G field), instead of the 1.6 times decrease in a free-acceleration unmagnetized presheath.
Strong radial decreases of ne are also found by Gilland et al.5

For an efficient operation of the helicon thruster, most of the gas injected must be ionized, which means a
strong depletion of the neutral gas density along the cylindrical chamber. Thanks to the self-induced electric
field the created plasma flows towards the chamber front exit E and then expands outside in the magnetic
nozzle. In general, the throat of the magnetic nozzle is located near that exit so that the plasma is expected
to reach sonic conditions there. The electron population is confined by the electric potential profile, except
for the small electron current needed to keep the plasma current-free.

Plasma physics in an axisymmetric helicon thruster consists of three coupled stages: (1) wave-plasma
resonance and energy deposition physics, (2) plasma dynamics inside the chamber, and (3) plasma dynamics
in the divergent magnetic nozzle. Stages (1) and (2) are strongly coupled but, since they take place in
different time scales, they can be studied separately if the plasma density profile, n(r, z), and the absorbed
power density Pa(r, z), are taken as input for the wave-plasma resonance and the internal dynamics models,
respectively.6 Stage (2) and (3) are matched around the chamber exit E. This paper formulates a two-
dimensional(2D) fluid model of stage (2). Plasma supersonic expansion in the magnetic nozzle is treated in
Refs. 7, 8.

The 2D model is based on decoupling partially the radial and axial dynamics, making use of an approx-
imate variable-separation technique implemented successfully by Ahedo et al.9 for the plasma discharge
in a Hall thruster. There, the main coupling parameter between the axial and radial models is the local
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Figure 1. Sketch of the plasma regions in the chamber.

wall-recombination frequency. Fruchtman et al.10 have applied a similar technique to the plasma discharge
in a helicon source. In their model: (a) the neutral density is taken constant, i.e. nn(z) = const, (b) the
axial response is postulated symmetric with respect to the chamber central radial section, (c) ion-neutral
(i-n) collision effects on ions are considered a central phenomenon; (d) and electron dynamics are purely
diffusive. In the model proposed here the depletion of the injected neutral gas is taken into account in order
to determine the propellant utilization. As a consequence, the plasma response at the chamber upstream
and downstream half-regions is asymmetric. Then, recent results by Ahedo11 on the 1D radial dynamics of a
magnetized plasma in an infinite cylinder will be used. That work, which extends classical ones by Tonks12

and Ewald et al.13 and a recent one by Sternberg et al.,14 stand out the role of the azimuthal electron inertia
in the radial plasma structure. The main results of that work which are of application here are the following:

1. In the magnetized regime, the radial quasineutral structure consists of a bulk diffusive region plus a
thin inertial layer, of a thickness about a local electron gyroradius;

2. The transition between the two regions occurs when the electron azimuthal velocity is of the order of
the electron thermal velocity, ce =

√
Te/me;

3. Plasma pressure in the bulk region is balanced by the magnetic confinement force, whereas the electric
force is much smaller;

4. The ion azimuthal drift is negligible always;

5. Azimuthal electron inertia effects are dominant in the inertial layer;

6. The inertial layer provides the correct value of the electron azimuthal energy that is later lost at the
wall by collected electrons;

7. There exist analytical asymptotic solutions for the bulk region and the inertial layer.

The analytical solution of the 1D radial model will be postulated here as the radial dependence of the
2D model. Then, the 1D model for the axial variation will be formulated and analyzed. Fruchtman et al.
assume that the electron temperature Te is constant and determine it from a global energy balance. The
same approach will be followed here. A constant Te hypothesis is supported experimentally by Gilland et
al.5 In any case, a reliable solution of Te from an energy equation depends heavily on the spatial distribution
of the absorbed power, Pa(r, z), that is on the coupling with the plasma-wave resonance model.

This work pretends to provide theoretical support to an European project aimed at developing a small
helicon thruster.15

II. Model formulation

We consider a steady-state, cylindrical model of a plasma inside a chamber of radius R and length L.
Figure 1 sketches the different plasma regions inside the chamber. For sake of convenience the velocity
vectors of the different species are expressed as

u + uθ1θ,
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Chamber radius R 1cm
Chamber length L 10cm
Mass flow ṁ 0.1 mg/s
Current at full ionization Im 0.24A
Neutral velocity un 310 m/s
Neutral density nn0 1.5 · 1019m−3

Plasma density n0 1018m−3

Plasma temperature Te 10eV
Magnetic field B 1000G
sound velocity cs 4.9 · 103m/s
thermal velocity ce 1.3 · 106m/s
Alfven velocity cA 3.5 · 105m/s
Debye length λd 2.4 · 10−2mm
electron Larmor radius le 7.5 · 10−2mm
ion Larmor radius li 20 · 10−2mm
ionization mean-free-path λ0 2.1cm
ionization rate Rion 1.5 · 10−14m3/s
e-n collision rate Ren 3.2 · 10−13m3/s
i-n CEX rate (based on cin ≈ cs) Rin 9.3 · 10−16m3/s
e-i collision rate Rei 1.2 · 10−12m3/s
lower-hybrid frequency ωlh 6.5 · 107s−1

radial transit frequency cs/R 4.9 · 105s−1

ionization frequency νion, ν0 2.3 · 105s−1

e-n collision frequency νen 4.9 · 106s−1

i-n collision frequency (n on i) νin 1.4 · 104s−1

e-i collision frequency (i on e) νei 1.1 · 106s−1

Table 1. Typical plasma parameters for a small helicon source operating on Argon; ln Λ = 12.5.

with u = ur1r + uz1z representing only the velocity longitudinal component. We assume: an axisymmetric
plasma response; plasma quasineutrality, ne = ni, except for the Debye sheaths; a constant axial magnetic
field, B = B1z; a negligible azimuthal velocity of ions;11 negligible longitudinal components of electron
inertia, meue · ∇ue � ∇pe; negligible ion pressure; constant electron temperature, Te = const; and a
low-enough neutral velocity, un � ui.

Then, the continuity equations are

∇ · neui = ∇ · neue = −∇ · nnun = nennRion. (1)

Using these equations the momentum equations for ions and electrons become

mineui · ∇ui = −ene∇φ−mine(νiui + νinun), (2)

0 = −Te∇ne + ene∇φ− eneBuθ1r +mene

(
−νeue + νeiui +

u2
θ

r
1r

)
, (3)

meneue · ∇uθ = eBneure −mene

(
νeuθ +

uθure
r

)
. (4)

Here: uθ is the electron azimuthal velocity; me/mi � 1 and un � ui has been used to simplify some
equations;

νe(r, z) = νion + νen + νei, νi(r, z) = νion + νin + νeime/mi (5)

are the effective collision frequencies for ions and electrons, respectively, with contributions from ion-
ization, νion = nnRion(Te), electron-neutral(e-n) collisions, νen = nnRen(Te), ion-neutral(i-n) collisions,
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Figure 2. Collisional rates versus plasma temperature; ne = 1018m−3 was used for ln Λ in Rei.

νin = nnRin(cin), with cin = |ui − un|, and electron-ion (e-i) collisions, νei = neRei(Te, ne). The Appendix
provides expressions for the different collision rates and Fig. 2 depicts them for argon. Neutral dynamics are
an auxiliary aspect of this model and a detailed model of them is out of the scope of this work. A simple
model for un will be selected later. Table 1 gives typical values of plasma magnitudes for the small helicon
thruster.15

A. The radial structure

Let us consider that, first, the cylinder is long enough (i.e. L� R) so that axial gradients are much smaller
than radial ones and, second, the plasma is within the parametric region

cs/R� νe � ωlh, (6)

with cs =
√
Te/mi the sound speed and ωlh = eB/

√
memi the lower-hybrid frequency. This parametric

region corresponds to the main magnetized regime of the radial model of Ahedo.11 Assuming longitudinal-
current ambipolarity,

ue = ui, (7)

and making use of the known analytical solutions for the radial bulk region,11–13 plasma variables are assumed
to behave in the following way:

ne(r, z) = ne(0, z)J0

(
a0
r

R

)
, uθ(r) = ceδ

J1(a0r/R)
J0(a0r/R)

, ur(r, z) =
νe
ωce

uθ(r), uz = uz(z), (8)

with J0 and J1 Bessel functions of the first kind, a0 ' 2.405 the first zero of J0, and

δ = `e/R ≡ cs/(Rωlh)

the relative electron gyroradius, which is a measure of the radial magnetic confinement.
Figure 3 shows the bulk part of the radial solution, which is is valid up to r/R ∼ 1 − δ. Then there is

the inertial layer, but its detailed structure can be ignored here. Notice that uθe grows very steeply near the
transition to the inertial layer.

III. Axial dynamics

The axial model is obtained as the radially-averaged approximation of the 2D fluid equations and works
with plasma variables that depend only on z. Using Eq. (8) and taking

n(z) =
2
R2

∫ R

0

dr rne(r, z) '
ne(0, z)

2.3
(9)

as the r-averaged plasma density, and assuming a simple advection model for neutrals with nn = nn(z),
un = un1z, and un = const� uz, the axial equations are

d

dz
(nuz) = −un

dnn
dz

= n(νion − νw), (10)
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Figure 3. Radial profiles for δ = 0.01.

1
n

d

dz
(nu2

z) = − e

mi

dφ

dz
− (νin + νw)uz + νionun, (11)

0 =
d

dz
(eφ− Te lnn) , (12)

where: the small axial resistivity of electrons has been neglected; all frequency expressions are assumed to
depend on z only; and

nνw = 2neScs/R (13)

accounts for the plasma recombination at the lateral wall.
The ion and neutral conservation equations yield

nnun + nuz = g0, (14)

with g0 = ṁ/(πR2mi) = const and ṁ the particle flux and the injected mass flow. Manipulating Eqs.
(10)- (12), one obtains

(c2s − u2
z)
duz
dz

= [(νion + νin)u2
z + (νion − νw)c2s], (15)

(c2s − u2
z)
dn

dz
= −uzin(2νion + νin − νw), (16)

as the differential set to integrate, with singularities at uz = ±cs. Algebraic equations (12) and (14) yield
φ and nn.

Figure 2 shows that the ratio νin/νion = Rin/Rion is small for the range of Te of interest: one has
νin(cs)/νion = Rin(cs)/Rion < 0.1 for Te >8eV. Therefore, i-n collisions have a marginal role in the plasma
axial dynamics and can be disregarded in the analysis of the axial plasma response. [They had also a
negligible role in the radial dynamics. However, i-n collisions can still be important for neutral dynamics,
not studied here.] The recombination frequency and the plasma flux at the sheath edge S, neScs, Eq. (13),
are determined from the radial model,11 and satisfy

νw ' 5.8δ2νe. (17)

Figure 2 shows that Rion � Ren, so that we can write

νe ' nnRen + nRei. (18)

Non-dimensional variables are

ûz =
uz
cs
, ûθe =

uz
ce
, n̂ =

n

n0
, n̂n =

nn
nn0

, ẑ =
z

λ0
, ν̂j =

νj
ν0
, (j = w, e, ...), (19)

with nn0 = g0/un, n0 = g0/cs, ν0 = Rionnn0 (an ionization frequency), and λ0 = cs/ν0 (an ionization
mean-free-path). Then, using an auxiliary variable ζ for regularization, the axial equations become

dẑ

dζ
= 1− û2

z, (20)
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Figure 4. Axial profiles for αin = 0, αw = 0, and ηu =.5, 0.7 and 0.9 (increasing along the arrows).

Figure 5. (a) The propellant utilization law, ηu(L̂) for αin=0 and αw=0. (b) Propellant utilization versus
plasma temperature for L =10cm and nn0 = 1019m−3.

dûz
dζ

= n̂n(1 + û2
z)− ν̂w, (21)

dn̂

dζ
= − (2n̂n − ν̂w) ûzn̂, (22)

n̂n = 1− ûzn̂, (23)

with

ν̂w = ann̂n + ain̂, an = 5.8δ2 Ren
Rion

, ai = 5.8δ2 Rei
Rion

√
un
cs
. (24)

For the values of Table 1, one has an = 6.9 · 10−3 and ai = 6.3 · 10−3.
The propellant utilization, ηu, is defined as the ratio between the ion flow at exit E and the injected gas

flow at A,
ηu = ṁiE/ṁ. (25)

It turns out that ηu = n̂E . This makes convenient to use ηu as free parameter, instead of the (dimensionless)
chamber length L̂ and to integrate equations from exit E to rear wall A. The boundary conditions at E are

ûz = 1, n̂ = ηu, n̂n = 1− ηu, (26)

and the integration ends when ûz = −1.

A. Negligible losses at lateral walls

In the limit of very small losses at the lateral wall (i.e. ν̂w = 0) Eqs. (20)- (23) admit a semi-analytical
solution in the variable ξ defined by dξ/dζ = n̂n. One has

ûz = tan ξ, (27)

n̂ = 2ηu cos2 ξ, (28)
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Figure 6. Axial profiles for Te = 15eV and B(in Gauss)=300, 600, and 1200 (along the arrows). Rest of
parameters as in Table 1.

n̂n = 1− ηu sin(2ξ), (29)

ẑ =
∫ ξ

−π/4
dξ

1− û2
z

n̂n
. (30)

The chamber ends, A and E, are at ξ = −π/4 and π/4, respectively. Some examples are shown in Fig. 4.
Functions ûz(ξ) and n̂(ξ) are symmetric with respect to the point D (i.e. ξ = 0), where ûz = 0, and the
plasma density is maximum there, n̂D = 2ηu. However, since ẑ(ξ) is not symmetric, the spatial profiles of
ûz and n̂ are not symmetric in the physical space with respect to the chamber mid-section; point D is closer
to the rear wall, as Fig. 4 shows.

The quadrature on ẑ(ξ) yields the propellant utilization law in the form

L/λ0 = L̂(ηu), (31)

where the monotonic function L̂(ηu) is plotted in Fig. 5. One has L̂ → π − 2 for ηu → 0 and ηu > 0.95 for
L̂ > 3. The propellant utilization also increases Te or nn0 increase. The dependence of ηu on Te is very drastic
at low temperatures. For Te < 10eV, say, ηu depends exponentially on Te, through Rion ∝ exp(−Eion/Te).
The influence of nn0 on ηu includes the dependence on the mass flow and un.

Figure 6 shows the plasma response when lateral losses are included. The plots show how the lateral-wall
losses increase as the magnetic confinement is reduced. The main effects of lateral losses in the plasma
response are to reduce nE and to increase nA.

IV. Current and energy balances

A. Plasma current balance

The ion currents to the rear wall SA, the lateral wall SW , and the chamber exit SE are

IE = Imηu, IA = Imn̂A, (32)

IW = 2πRecs
∫ L

0

dzneS = Im

∫ L̂

0

dẑν̂wn̂, (33)
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where Im = eṁ/mi = πR2eg0 is the total-ionization current (if all ions are singly-charged), based on the
injected flow. The total plasma current produced in the chamber is

I = IE + IA + IW . (34)

If the plasma source operates efficiently and ηu ≈ 1, one has

IA ∼ IE ∼ Im, IW ∼ IE × 5.8δ2Lνe
cs

. (35)

Thus, a good magnetic-confinement, leading to IW � IE requires that

δ2 � 5.8cs
Lνe

i.e. ωlh �
cs
R

√
Lνe
cs

. (36)

B. Energy balance

The plasma model is completed with the electron energy equation,

∇ ·
(
meu

2
θ/2 + 5Te/2

)
neue∇ · qe = eneue · ∇φ− neνionE′ion + Ṗa, (37)

where Ṗa is the power density absorbed locally from the helicon wave, and E′ion(Te) is the effective ionization
energy, commented in the Appendix.

The mechanical energy equation for ions reads

∇ · (neuimiu
2
i /2) +∇ · qe = −eneui · ∇φ− Ṗi, (38)

where Ṗi = Ri ·ui−neνionmiu
2
i /2 accounts for the ion energy losses. Adding this equation to Eq. (37), and

taking into account that ∇ · ne(ui − ue) = 0 one has

∇ ·
[(mi

2
u2
i + E′ion

)
neui +

(
me

2
u2
θ +

5
2
Te

)
neue + qe + eφ(neui − neue)

]
= Ṗa− Ṗi +neui · ∇E′ion. (39)

Assuming that the two last terms on the right are small compared to Ṗa, and setting ue ' ui, we have

∇ ·
[
neui

(
mi

2
u2
i +

me

2
u2
θ +

5
2
Te + E′ion

)]
+∇ · qe = Ṗa. (40)

A global energy balance is carried out in order to determine Te.10 The control volume Ω for the quasineu-
tral plasma is limited by the rear wall SA, the lateral wall SW , and the exit surface SE . Notice that the Debye
sheaths next to SA and SW do not contribute to the energy balance since they are current-free. Integrating
Eq. (40) over that control volume one has

Pa =
∫

Ω

dΩṖa = PE + PA + PW + Pion, (41)

where the terms on the right hand-side are the energy flows at the different surfaces and the power spent
in ionization and excitation/radiation. Assuming Te = const and well-known results for a Debye sheath one
has

PJ = 3Te
IJ
e

+ πcs

∫ R

0

dr r[meu
2
θne]J , J = E,A, (42)

PW = 2πRcs
∫ L

0

dz neS

(
1
2
miu

2
z +

1
2
meu

2
θS +

5
2
Te + Te ln

√
mi

2πme

)
, (43)

Pion = E′ion
I

e
. (44)

Operating with the above expressions, the energy flow at the exit and rear-wall of the chamber are
expressed as

PJ =
IJ
e

3Te

(
1 +

2.3
3
δ2

∫ 1−δ

0

dr̂ r̂
J1(a0r̂)2

J0(a0r̂)

)
, J = E,A, (45)
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Figure 7. Plasma currents and power terms versus Te for B = 300G. Rest of parameters as in Table 1.

Figure 8. Plasma currents and power terms versus Te for B = 600G. Rest of parameters as in Table 1.

where the second term inside the parentheses is the contribution of the electron azimuthal energy. The
integral of that term is close to 1 and varies very weakly with δ, going from 1 to 2 when δ goes from 10−2

to 10−4. Thus, there can be very good radial confinement with only a small amount of electron azimuthal
energy.

The energy flow into the lateral wall is

PW =
Im
e
Te

∫ L̂

0

dẑ n̂ν̂w

(
û2
z

2
+ ln

ωlh
νe

+
5
2

+ ln
√

mi

2πme

)
; (46)

thus,

PW ≈
IW
e
Te

(
ln
ωlh
νe

+
5
2

+ ln
√

mi

2πme

)
. (47)

Introducing the expressions of the different power contributions into the right-hand-side of Eq. (41), an
implicit equation for Te is obtained in terms of the absorbed power, Pa, and the rest of the model parameters.
It is more convenient to see Eq. (39) as an explicit equation yielding the absorbed power required to obtain
a plasma with given Te and Im; for thruster design purposes, notice that the specific impulse is proportional
to
√
Te.

If lateral-wall losses can be neglected one has

Pa ' ηu
ṁ

mi
2
[
3Te + E′ion(Te)

]
. (48)

Propellant utilization near to one can be easily obtained if Te is not too low. Therefore, for a given absorbed
power, there is a trade-off between the injected mass flow and the plasma temperature, which reproduces
the known trade-off between thrust and specific impulse. Our plasma model depends on a too simple model
for neutrals: un = const. To this respect, observe that, as long as ηu ' 1, the particular model of neutral
dynamics is not much relevant in the main performance parameters.
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Figure 9. Plasma performances versus Te for B(in Gauss)= 300, 450, 600, 1200 (along the arrows). Rest of
parameters as in Table 1.

V. Results. Partial efficiencies

Figures (7) and (8) show the several currents and powers for the small helicon thruster of Table 1, in
terms of Te and for two values of the magnetic field. In both cases, the propellant utilization is very high
for Te >15 eV. At 300G, the plasma is weakly confined and losses to the lateral wall are very too large. At
600G, the radial confinement is already rather good. Observe that ionization losses tend to decrease with
Te increasing because of the lower ionization cost. Finally, the two figures shows the main drawback of the
chamber configuration we are considering, where radial confinement can be excellent but there is no plasma
confinement at the rear-wall. As a consequence, the current to the chamber black-plate is similar to the
current at the chamber exit, indeed IA > IE . This back current reduces the internal efficiency of the device
below a 50% and creates a high heat load in that part of the chamber.

The current efficiency is defined as the ratio of the current at the chamber exit to the total current
produced in the chamber,

ηcur = IE/I. (49)

Similarly, the chamber or internal efficiency is defined as the ratio of the plasma power at the chamber exit
to the absorbed wave-power,

ηint = PE/Pa. (50)

This internal efficiency is the main parameter measuring the efficiency of the chamber as part of a thruster
device. It is completed with the nozzle efficiency, analyzed in a separate paper.8 Figure (9) plots the plasma
temperature and the different efficiencies versus the absorbed power for the small helicon thruster. Observe
the large influence of the confining magnetic field in the internal efficiency. The propellant utilization is large
except for Te very low. In the present configuration, the current efficiency has an upper bound of 50% at
the zero lateral-wall losses limit. The upper bound of the internal efficiency is

ηint(Te) ≈
ηcur

1 + E′ion/(3Te)
,≈ 0.5

1 + E′ion/(3Te)
, (51)

which illustrates the weight of ionization losses in the energy balance. The unavoidable losses decrease as
Te increases. The large effect of the ionization cost on the thruster efficiency is due to the electrothermal
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character of this thruster and the limited thermal energy (∼ 3Te per ion) to be converted in beam axial
energy.

VI. Conclusions

A model of 2D dynamics inside an elongated helicon plasma source with an axial magnetic field has been
developed. The relevance of different physical phenomena to the plasma response has been discussed. For
instance: ion-neutral collisions are found to have a negligible role in both radial and axial dynamics of the
plasma; the Hall current and related azimuthal electron inertia and central phenomena in radial dynamics;
and the ion azimuthal drift is negligible.

In the magnetized regime, when there plasma is well confined radially, the radial solution, which was
studied in a recent work, is analytical and consists of two regions. That solution has been used to derive
a model of axial dynamics. The axial response is dominated by the ionization of the injected neutral gas,
the plasma heating, and the acceleration to sonic conditions of the plasma at both the chamber exit and the
sheath edge formed at the rear wall.

For a thruster application the plasma temperature needs to be high, above 15 eV, say, in order to have
(1) a near-total propellant utilization, (2) moderate power losses, and (3) a good specific impulse. For a
given absorbed wave-power, there is a trade-off between the injected flow of neutral gas and the plasma
temperature.

Efficient radial confinement are found to reduce the lateral-wall losses to a negligible value. However, the
configuration we have studied provides no plasma confinement with respect to the rear wall. This means large
losses there, that place the internal efficiency below a 40%. Therefore, a design modification is suggested
in order to confine the plasma away of the rear wall. The creation of a magnetic mirror near the rear wall
seems an efficient way to quench the losses to the rear wall.
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A. Collision rates

The expressions proposed below for the different collision rates are reasonable approximations for the
purposes of this work. The rates for ionization, electron-neutral collisions, electron-ion collisions, and ion-
neutral collisions are, respectively,

Rion(Te) = ce

√
8
π
σion

1 + TeEion
(Te + Eion)2

exp
(
−Eion

Te

)
, (52)

Ren(Te) =
√

8Te
πme

σen, (53)

Rei(Te, ne) =
( Te

1 eV

)−3/2 ln Λ(Te, ne)
10

· 9.2 · 10−13m3s−1, (54)

with Eion the first ionization energy. For ion-neutral collisions, we have

Rin(cin) = cin(k2 − k1 log10 cin)2 [50] (55)

with cin = |ui − un|, that we prefer to express as

Rin(cin) = Rins(Te)ĉin(1− a1 log10 ĉin)2, (56)

with ĉin = cin/cs, Rins = Rin(cs), and a1 = k1(k2 − k1 log10 cs)−1. The constants involved in the above
expressions depend on the injected gas. For argon, we used Eion = 15.76eV, σion = 2.8 · 10−20m2, σen =
15 · 10−20m2, k2 = 10.5 · 10−10m, and k1 = 1.67 · 10−10m.
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For Te = const and a given gas, Rion, Ren, and Rins are constant; Rei is a constant too if an average
value is used for ln Λ(ne, Te). Observe that the non-linear expression used for Rin, Eq. (55), correspond to
the high-pressure case of Fruchtman et al.10 In spite of it, i-n collisional effects will be found negligible in
the desired operation range.

Excitation collisions are taken into account through the effective ionization energyE′ion(Te) = Eionαion(Te)
and αion the ionization cost factor. From Dugan,16 a fitting formula for argon is

αion(Te) ≈ 1.4 + 0.4 exp(0.7 Eion/Te). (57)
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